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Abstract

Deep-inelastic diffractive scaling violations have provided fundamental insight into
the QCD pomeron, suggesting a single gluon inner structure rather than that of a
perturbative two-gluon bound state. This talk outlines a derivation of a high-energy,
transverse momentum cut-off, confining solution of QCD. The pomeron, in first approx-
imation, is a single reggeized gluon plus a ‘(wee parton” component that compensates
for the color and particle properties of the gluon. This solution corresponds to a super-
critical phase of Reggeon Field Theory.
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1 [ntrocluction

i\ roIIIphlJI [11)(1(’rsl,;~ll(lil]gd Lh(’ pOIIIerOII in Q(!l) roquirm the solution d Lhc theory

at high-onwgy. /\l LhoI@ high-energy, perhaps , suggests a pmlurbativc starling point,,

w+s(’lltial physics is dearly absent in the QCD perturbation cxpa[lsion. In particular, it is

~v(’11-($sl,:~l]lislleclthat confinement ancl chiral symmetry break ingare “lowenergy” properties

lhat arc essential in the physical solution of QC!I) but are not present in perturbation

theory. We will also focus on two “high energy” experimental properties of the pomeron

which are not present in perturbation theory. In small momentum transfer processes the

pomeron is (approximately) a Regge pole, while in large Q2 deep-inelastic scattering it looks

remarkably like a single gluon 1. In this talk I will outline a high-energy solution of QCD

in which these high energy properties of the pomeron are closely related to the low-energy

“non-perturbative” properties of confinement and chiral symmetry breaking.

[t is eighteen years since I first proposed 2 identifying a “supercritical phase” of Reggeon

Field Theory (RFT) with a semi-perturbative picture of the QCD pomeron. The suggestion

was that, in the supercritical phase, the “pomeron is a single (reggeized) gluon in a soft

gluon background”. After many tries, I have finally found a detailed derivation 3 of this

connection between RFT and the QC!D pomeron. In this talk I will outline the derivation

and show how the desired “non-perturbative” properties emerge.

In the course of this work I have gradually realized that many fundamental properties

of the physical solution of QCD are deeply inter-related with the nature of the pomeron. As

I will briefly elaborate at the end of this talk, I now believe that my pomeron solution also

solves, in principle, the problem of finding a light-cone wee parton distribution for physical

states which reproduces all the properties normally associated with a non-perturbative

vacuum, Such a distribution is believed by many~ to be behind the success of the constituent

quark model in describing low-energy QCD. It also potentially provides a deeper origin of

the parton model in QCD than that provided by the factorization properties of leading

twist perturbation theory.

Multi-regge theory provides the framework for my analysis. By using reggeon unitar-

ity equations 5’6 well-known Regge limit QCD calculations 7’8)9 can be extended to obtain

multiparticle amplitudes involving multiple exchanges of reggeized gluons and quarks in a

variety of Regge channels. In particular we can study amplitudes in which reggeon bound

states and their scattering amplitudes appear. (Presently this is impossible in any other

formalism.). In Fig. 1 we show qualitatively how we expect pion Regge pole amplitudes,
for scattering via pomeron exchange, to emerge from the multiparticle reggeon diagrams

describing the scattering of multiquark states. We will find that new “reggeon helicity-flip”

vertices that I have calculated play a vital dynamical role in such amplitudes.

[n fact the hadron amplitudes we obtain are initially selected by a (“volume”) in fra-red

divergence that appears when SU(3) gauge symmetry is partially broken to SU(2) and the
limit of zero quark mass is also taken. The divergence is produced by quark loop helicity-flip

1
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Fig. lThe Anticipated Formation of Pion Scattering Amplitudes

vertices involving chirality violation (cf. instanton interactions). The chirality violation

survives the massless quark limit because of an infra-red effect of the triangle anomaly 10.

We show that the divergence produces what we will call a “wee parton condensate” which

is directly responsible (when the gauge symmetry is partially broken) for confinement and

chiral symmetry breaking. The pomeron is (in first approximation) a reggeized gluon in

the wee parton condensate and so is obviously a Regge pole. Although we will not give any

description of supercritical RFT 6 in this talk we do find that all the essential features are

present. We briefI y discuss the restoration of SU(3) gauge symmetry. It is closely related

with the critical behaviour of the pomeron 11 and the consequent disappearance of the

supercritical condensate. We note that the large Q2 of deep-inelastic scattering provides a

finite volume constraint that can keep the theory (locally) in the supercritical phase as the

full gauge symmetry is restored. A single gluon (in the background wee parton condensate)

should then be a good approximation for the pomeron.

2 Multi-Regge Theory

This is an abstract formalism based on the existence of asymptotic analyticity domains

for multiparticle amplitudes derived 6112via “Axiomatic Field Theory” and “Axiomatic S-

Matrix Theory”. All the assumptions made are expected to be valid in a completely massive

spontaneously-broken gauge theory. Since we begin with massive reggeizing gluons, this is
effectively the starting point for our analysis of QCD. We can very briefly list the key

ingredients as follows.

i) A nyhr Vuriables
For an N-point amplitude we can introduce variables corresponding to any Toiler diagram,

i.e. any tree diagram, drawn as in Fig. 2, that involves only three-point vertices. The result

2
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is tllilft W{’ C:l.11 writ{!

‘\l,v(/Jl, ... I’,v) s /l’l/v(/[, ... l.~-:], gl, ... g,v_:\)

WIIPII’ /j = ~~~ WI(I j/.; is in the httk’ ~II)Up

01’(,Jj,i.e. fOI’ I!j > 0, (Jj C S0(3), illl(l fOr

/j < (), ~j G S0(2,1). :i set of 3N - 10 indep-

endent variables is obtained, N-3 ti vari-

ables, N-3 Zj (= cos dj ) variables and N-4

fLj~ (s #(~j ‘“~ )) variables.

ii) Mult i-Regge Limits

Fig. 2 A Tree Diagram with Three Point

Vertices.

These limits are defined by ~j ~ m , Vj. We will also be interested in Heticity-F’o/e Limits

in which some ujk ~ m and some ~j + CQ. In a helicity-pole limit a smaller number of

invariants is taken large.

iii) Partial- wave Expansions

Using f(9) = ZX=O ZjnI,InII<J ~L (9) a~nn’~for a function f-(g) defined on SO(3), leads to

iv) Asymptotic Dispersion Relations

We can write &ljv = ~~ ~~ + fil” where

1 I
ds; . . . ds~_3Ac (..ti., ..ujk.j ..S~.)

‘E = (~@N-3
(s~ - Sl)(sj - 52)... (s~_3 - W-3)

and ~c is over all sets of (N-3) Regge limit asymptotic cuts. M“ is non-leading in the

multi-regge limit. The resulting separation into (hexagraph) spectral components is crucial

for the development of multiparticle complex angular momentum theory.

v) Sommerfeld- Watson Representations of Spectral Components
A multiple transformation of the partial-wave expansion gives e.g.

These representations give the form of the asymptotic behaviour in both multi-Regge and

helicity-pole limits. In particular, in a “maximal” helicity-pole limit, in which the maximal

number of ltjk -+ co, only a single (analytically-continued) partial-wave amplitude appears.
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vi) / -rlIIIILIwl [lII,iIwily hI, Ihc ,/ -plane

M Illl,ipwl,ick u ltitiwity in (’very /-(”lIil.IlllCl call lx’ l):l.rtji:l.l-~v:l.v(’pro.jwkd, diagondizcd, and
(Ooll[,il)l[(l(lto (“0111pl(!X J iUi :].11 (q[lat,ion [or l):\.~toi;l.l-\Vil.V(’amlplitud(’s, i.e.

Regge poles at ni = ~i, together with the phase-space Jdp and the “nonsense poles” at

.J=nt+n2– l,n1=n3+n.1–1, ... generate multi-reggeon thresholds, i.e. Regge cuts.

vii) Reggecm Unitarity
[n ANY J-plane of any partial-wave amplitude, the “threshold” discontinuity due to M

Regge poles with trajectories g = (al, az,”” . afif) is given by the reggeon unitarity equation

Writing ti = k? (with J dt1dt2A-1/2(t, tl, tz) = 2 fd2kld2k262(k – kl – kz)), Jd@ can be

written in terms of two dimensional “ kl” integrations, anticipating the reggeon diagram

results of direct s-channel high-energy calculations 7~8’9. The generality of reggeon unitarity

makes it particularly powerful when applied to the partial-wave amplitudes appearing in

maximal helicity-pole limits.

3 Reggeon Diagrams in QCD

Leading-log Regge limit calculations of elastic and multi-regge production amplitudes in

(spontaneously-broken) gauge theories sho~’8’9 that both gluons and quarks “reggeize”,

i.e. they lie on Regge trajectories. Non-leading log calculations are described by “reggeon

diagrams” involving reggeized gluons and quarks. In fact, reggeon unitarity requires that

higher-order calculations produce a complete set of reggeon diagrams.

Gluon reggeon diagrams involve a reggeon propagator for each reggeon state and also
gluon particle poles e.g.

I d2k1 d2k2 ~2(k; + k; – kl – kz)
two-reggeon state H

(k; + M2) (k; + M2) J -1 + A(k:, M2) + A(k;, M2)

The BFKL equation~ corresponds to 2-reggeon unitarity, i.e. iteration of the color-zero

2-reggeon state with the 2-2 reggeon interaction

--.?.-m.-..=--.,,,...,C ,. .-.-.nr.---,.x.Tr+7.mTfin, 7. ,., - < .-r-r*,T . . .v-.=--- ‘7Tm-7Yr VY.e -T--c- ?-y-. ,Ym --- -,———-—- --- -- -— – -- f -
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W’ nro i[ll,(’r(’sl,(’(1ill Lh(I infr;br(xl Iil]lil. ill which the glIIOII mass Ill + (). V/o will,
(~lfm.tivdy, ;ISSIIIIIP Lllil,t two w(!!l-k IIow II I(w(ling-or(l(’r prop(’rl,i(% of this [imit gwlma.lize LO

;I.!I OK[(IW. ‘[’IIc (iHI, property is that il]fra-rwldivergences, (!IIC Lo the ,g[IIOII pit.~ti~k pol(’s ill

[111(1r(’gg(’on staks, ink’ractions , and tr:~j(’(:tory [Unctioa, expollcntiak to xero ii]] diagrams
l,lIa L(lollol,(;;~rryzer(~coloritl thckhannel. ‘~hesc!cond property (which actua]]y rcquims

n+propriatc behavior of the gauge coupling” in higher orders) is that the infra-red finitcwcs

ofcolor-zero reggeon interactions implies canonical scaliug (W Q–2) for color zero rcggeon

amplitudes in the limit that all internal transverse momenta are scalecl to zero.

4 Reggeon Diagrams for Helicity-Pole Limit Amplitudes

For our purposes, “maximal” helicity-pole limits of multiparticle amplitudes are the most

interesting to study. Because the Sommerfeld-Watson representation involves only a single

partial-wave amplitude, reggeon unitarity straightforwardly implies that reggeon diagrams

again appear. (Although 3 “physical” kl planes in general contain lightlike momenta !)

As an example, we introduce variables for the 8-pt amplitude corresponding to the tree

diagram of Fig. 3. We consider the “helicity-flip” limit

21 U1lUif u3t7J4–l+CQ

(In this example, Ul, u;’ ~ m is ahelicity- z~
flip limit, while Ul, U2 ~ cm is a non-flip

limit.) The behavior of invariants is

P1.P2 ~ Z@ , P1.P3 - UIZU3 , z~

P2.P4 N U~lU~l , P1.Q3 ~ UIZ ,

P.
f&.Q3 N z , P4.Q1 N ZU;l “ “ “

.

PI .Q, P2.Q, P3.Q, P4.Q finite

Reggeon uni-

tarity determines that the helicity-flip limit

is described by reggeon diagrams of the form

shown in Fig. 4. a
~A: contains all elastic

scattering reggeon diagrams. The TF are new

“reggeon helicity-flip” vertices that play a cru-

cial role in our QC!D analysis. (These vertices

C1Onot appear in elastic scattering reggeon

diagrams).

5

Fig. 3 Variables for the 8-pt Amplitude

Fig. 4 Reggeon Diagrams for the 8-pt
Amplitude
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5 Reggeon Helicity-Flip Vertices

‘[’I](*‘I”? vortices aw most simply isolated kincmatically by consideril]g i].“tlot)-[)li~tli~~” tripk’-

rqqq’ H[]lit which, for simplicity, we will define by introducing 1,11rce dislinct. light-cone mo-

tncnla. (This limit actually gives a sum of three TF vertices of the kind discussed above 3,

but in this talk we will not elaborate this subtlety.) We usc the tree diagram of Fig. 5(a)

to define momenta ancl study the special kinematics

PI + (pi, pl, o,o), pl +CQ

P2 + (P2,0, P2,0), P2 + CQ

P3 + (P3, 0, 0, P3), P3 + ~

‘A ‘2A
QI + (0,0, 92, –93)

3 3

(a) (b). .
Q2 ~ (0, –ql, U d Fig. 5 (a) A Tree Diagram and (b) a quark loop

Q3 + @, 91, –q2,0) coupling for three quark scattering.

We consider three quarks scattering via gluon exchange with a quark loop coupling as

in Fig. 5(b). The non-planar triple-regge limit

+g
6 PIP2P3 ~

1+2+3+ (Qj 92, 93) ~ 93 ‘- ~F(QI, Q2, Q3)
tltzts

where ~i+ = ~. + y; and I’PI ~2Pq is given by the quark triangle diagram i.e.

r. /
d4k 2%{7,, (43 + #+ 77z)7P2(qi+ # + 77_L)7,3(d2 + # + ~)}

P1P2P3 = z
[(91 + k)2 - 77_L21[(q2+ k)2 - ~2][(q3 + k)2 - m2]

where m is the quark mass. We denote the 0 (m2) chirality-violating part of TF (s g3 1’1~2+3+)

by TF,~2 and note that the limits ql, qz, qs N Q -+ O and m -+ O do not commute, i.e.

@’,m2 ~ d4k
=RQQ i m2 / [k2 - m2]3

Q~O

where R is independent of m. This non-commutativity is an “infra-red anomaly” due to

the triangle Landau singularity 1°.

TF is also ultra-violet divergent. It is one of a general set of quark loop reggeon in-

teractions that have ultra-violet divergences and so require regularization. We do this by

introducing Pauli-Villars fermions that maintain the reggeon Ward identities that ensure

gauge invariance 3. (Note that we take the regulator mass m* ~ m after m ~ O. This

implies that the initial theory with m # O is non-unitary for kl ~ mA. ) For the regulated

6
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~ *F,ltL\wrl.(Jx, / 2, W(~ol)t,ilill (~ol” /)/ #())

t/IF,7M’2~f-] - ~~t17,vi2 _ ~1~1’’,rn~ ~ c-2

Q +()

I Iowever, si nco P“O= 0, we also ham

T~lo(Q) N –RQ

Q-+0

showing that imposing reggeon Ward identities for m # O leads to a slower vanishing as

Q ~ O when m = O.

After color factors are included and all diagrams summed, we find that T%~O(Q) survives

only in very special reggeon vertices, i.e. vertices coupling reggeon states with “anomalous

color parity”. We define color parity (C’c) via the transformation

for gluon color matrices.

signature (~), determined

to the color parity. (Note

have normal color parity.)

We say that a reggeon state has anomalous color parity if the

by whether the number of reggeons is even or odd, is not equal

that the reggeized gluon and the BFKL two reggeon state both

We will be particularly interested in the “anomalous odderon” three-reggeon state with

color factor fijk AiAj Ak that has ~ = – 1 but CC = +1 (cf. the winding-number current

I{p = ~Pvi~.fij~AfA~A$ ). ~r~O(Q)

appears in the triple coupling of

three anomalous odderon states as

in Fig. 6. The quantum numbers

of the anomalous odderon state im-

ply that, in this case, the survival ~-’;~.

of 0(m2) processes as m ~ O could 2 3

be reproduced by the chirality vio- Flg. 6 An Anomalous Odderon

Iation of instanton interactions. In Triple Coupling.

our case the presence of such non-perturbative interactions in the massless theory is due to

our regularization procedure for reggeon interaction vertices.

6 A Quark Mass Infra-Red Divergence

A vital consequence of the “anomalous” behavior of TX*O as Q ~ O is that an addi-

tio[]id infra-red divergence is producecl (as m ~ O) in massless gluon reggeon diagrams.

‘i
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‘1’110(Iivorgencf’ orcllrs ill (Iingrams involving t.h(’ T“” WI I(’IT Q I - Qz N Q:) - () is pil.~t,

01”I,IIc il]t(’gr;])tiofl wgiou. 1l(nwv(’r, th(’ /‘ ‘1” only appmr in v(’rti(w coupling disljinct r(y.q2yoII

(’II;NIII(IIS. A potonti;dly div(vg(’nt dia,-

~1’illll containing ‘l’’” vertices is shown

ill Fig. 7. 111this diagram an anoma-

lous odclerou rcggcon state is denoted “

by —= = while —

denotes any normal reggeon state.

I?ig. ‘i is of the general form illustrated Q17

in Fig. 4, except that we are allowing
the vertices Ifi to involve more com-

plicated external states than a single

scattering quark. The canonical scal-

ing of the anomalous odderon states Fig. 7 A Divergent Reggeon Diagram

gives the infra-red behaviour

[

d2Q1 d2Q2. ..— —
Q: Q;

d2Q

Q2(Q - QI)2(Q - Q2)2

X VI(Q1)V2(Q2)V3(Q – Q2)V4(Q – f&) ~%h,Q)T%Q2)

x [regular vertices and reggeon propagators]

Depending on the behaviour of the Vi it appears that a divergence potentially occurs when

Q * QI - Q2 ~ O. However, in general gauge invariance produces 3 a cancellation of this
divergence by a similar divergence of diagrams related to that of Fig. 7 by reggeon Ward

identities for the reggeons within the anomalous odderon states.

We can preserve the divergence of the diagram of Fig. 7 and eliminate the possibility

of a cancellation if we partially break the SU (3) gauge symmetry to SU(2). In effect, intro-

ducing the symmetry breaking mass scale provides a scale for the logarithmic quark mass
divergence. (Note also that the topology of an instanton is defined with respect to an SU(2)

subgroup. As a result we anticipate that this partial breaking enhances the significance of

topological effects associated with the anomaly.) We can show that other diagrams can not

cancel the quark mass divergence discussed above if ~ is any SU (2) singlet combination

of massless gluons with C’C= –~ = +1 (i.e. a generalized SU(2) anomalous odderon)

and — is a normal reggeon state containing one or more SU (2) singlet massive reggeized

gluons (or quarks). We can then regard Fig. 7 as containing only reggeon states of the form

~ coupling via a combination of regular and T3~0 vertices.

We must also discuss specifically the behavior of the Vi. A-priori reggeon Ward identities

imply Vi ~ O when Qi ~ O. This, in itself, would be sufficient to eliminate any divergence

in Fig. 7 ! However, if we impose the “initial condition” that VI, V2 ~ O, the divergence is

present and in fact occurs similarly in a general class of diagrams, as we now discuss. We

8
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{F{JIISi~lPr ;L (Iii),gr;i.tl) Ilavillg the gyn(~ra[ SLr IICLIIIX’ i[iusl,rald ill [“ig. S, in wllicll lherc arc

II + 3 tnull,i-regg(wn sL:WS 0[ the lbrIII

I’(’gg(’oll WilJXl idcw Lities il.K’

~ [reposing ~1, V2 ~ O and assuming that—“

Liws, i.e.

~((~i) N V(Qi) = Qi

i # 1,2?, gives that Fig. S

the infra-reel behavior

s;djis[i(xl by the rolila.ining vcr-

has

/K!$ []!.2]”

- .’-- , .
.“

-- ,

x [V(Q) TF(Q)]n
)-’ +

Fig. 8 A General Divergent Diagram
Thus giving (a.sm+O) an

overall logarithmic divergence. In general, this divergence occurs in just those multi-reggeon

diagrams which contain only SU(2) color zero states of the form ~ coupled by regular

and TF~O vertices, as in the examples we have discussed.

7 Confinement and a Parton Picture

We define physical amplitudes from divergent diagrams by extracting the coefficient of the

logarithmic divergence. The resulting reggeon states and amplitudes produce “a confine-

ment phenomenon “ in the following sense. A particular set of color-zero reggeon states is

selected that contains no massless multigluon states and has the necessary completeness
property to consistently define an S-Matrix. By completeness we mean that if two or more

of this set of states initially scatter via QCD interactions, the final states contain only

arbitrary numbers of the same

set of states. Since the diver-

gence involves zero kl for the

anomalous odderon component of .

each reggeon state, an “anoma-

lous oclderon condensate” is gen- -
erated. The general picture is il-

lustrated in Fig. 9. In addition to
the zero kl (or wee-parton) com- .

ponent, physical reggeon states

have a finite momentum “nor- Fig. 9 The Parton Picture
ma!” parton component carrying

the kinematic properties of interactions. We emphasize that the “scattering” of the kl = O
condensate is directly due to the infra-red cluarli triangle anomaly.

!-)
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‘1’11(1I)ro;diitlg of” 1,11(1 ~il,l[~(t s~l]l 111(’1,~~ lliLS ]) IY)(IUC(l(I l)llysira.1 slc;l,l,(%in which the “p;l.r-

toll S’” ;lJT S(l[);l.IW.L(YI iIItO a. 1[ni VOIXid W(X’-PWLO11 CO Ill pOll(’11 t il.11(1a llO~lllal iTgg(’011 pl.ltoll

(00111poII(~IIl, whi(”l] is disl.inct in oii.~[1disti[lct physical state. i [ow(wwr, the cond(’nsatc hW the

il]lport,;]mt property Lila.t it, switches the signature conlparwt Lo Lllil.t or Llle [Iorlllal parLoII

COIIIpon(!nt. WCI note the following important reggeon states.

● ‘1’here is a “pomeron” whose normal parton component is a reggeized gluon. This is

a Regge pole with r = —C’c= +1 and intercept # O.

● A bou rid-state reggeon formed from two massive SU (2) doublet gluons gives an exchange-

degenerate partner to the pomeron, i.e. a Regge pole with T = –Cc = –1 . The SU(2)

singlet massive gluon lies on this trajectory.

● “Hadrons” have a constituent quark normal parton component.

All the features of supercritical RFT are present, but we will not discuss the details. Al-

though we have not specifically discussed quark reggeons, the hadron reggeons they form

are vital. “Stability” of the quark parton component within the condensate produces chiral

symmetry breaking, which determines that hadrons are not eigenstates of color parity. This

is necessary if the exchange of a pomeron with C’c = – 1 is to describe elastic scattering.

8 Restoration of SU(3) Gauge Symmetry

We make only a few brief comments on this, obviously important, subject. Because of

complimentarily 13, restoring SU(3) symmetry (which involves decoupling a color triplet

Higgs scalar field) should be straightforward if we impose a transverse momentum cut-off

k~ < Al. Restoring the symmetry involves removing the mass scale that distinguishes

normal (finite momentum) partons from wee (zero momentum) partons and produces the

reggeon condensate. Mapping the (partially) broken theory completely onto supercritical

RFT implies that the condensate and the odd-signature partner for the pomeron disappear

simultaneously. The result is then the critical pomeron 11. The wee-parton condensate will

be replaced by a small kl, wee parton, critical phenomenon that merges smoothly with

the large /cl normal (or constituent) parton component of physical states, just as originally

envisaged by Feynman 14. (Note that, because of the odd SU(3) color charge parity of the

pomeron, the two-gluon BFKL pomeron will not be involved.)

Mapping partially-broken QCD onto supercritical RFT has further consequences. In
particular, it implies that the Al scale mixes with the symmetry breaking scale and becomes

a “relevant parameter” for the critical behavior. It then follows that, after the symmetry

breaking scale is removed, there will (for a general number of quark flavors) be a Al. such

that Al > Al. implies the pomeron is in the subcritical phase, while Al < AIC implies

it is in the supercritical phase. We conclude that the supercritical phase can be realized

with the gmge symmetry restored if AL is taken small enough. However, aD (0) and the

mass of the exchange degenerate, composite, “reggeized gluon” will be functions of AL. In

10



,. “

,.

(I(lol)-itl(ll;l.st,i[o(Ii[rr;l,cl,iot], [a.I.g(*c~2 will act as ;I, (I(x.;d) [ow(Ir kl [“IIL-o[~ MI(I pr(j(i II(S(’a. “[i [Iilm

vOIII 111(’”[’f~(’(”l, Lh;),l, ~“il.11hop the th(wr~ sllp(~rcril,i(”aiM LII(*S[1(3) syIIItII(!lry is NsLOIU!.

‘[’o retnow AL rcqllires Al.. = co. We will IIOL discuss h(?rc why wc b(~[i(~v(~ this rc-

quiws i~ sp(vific quark flavor Cotlk?nt. [L is inlm(%l,illg lha.t, for any quark content, W(I can

L;d;e Al << Al ~ , and go deep into the supcrcritical phase. We obtain apictumin which
constituent q[lark hadrons interact via a. massive conlposite “gluon” (and an cxchal\gc de-

gener;lte pomcron). Confinement ancl chiralsymmctry breaking are realized via a simple,
Iiniversal, wee parton component of physical states. This is remarkably close to the real-

ization of thb constituent quark model via light-cone c[uantization that has been advocated

by light-cone enthusiasts q.
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